Random number generators (RNGs) based upon neighborhood-offour cellular automata (CA) with asymmetrical, non-local connections are explored. A number of RNGs that pass Marsaglia's rigorous DIEHARD suite of random number tests have been discovered. A neighborhood size of four allows a single CA cell to be implemented with a four-input lookup table and a one-bit register which are common building blocks in popular field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The investigated networks all had periodic (wrap around) boundary conditions with either 1-d, 2-d, or 3-d interconnection topologies. Trial designs of 64-bit networks using a Xilinx XCV1000-6 FPGA predict a maximum clock rate of 214 MHz to 230 MHz depending upon interconnection topology.
INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the computer age, high-quality random numbers have played an important and expanding role in areas such as Monte Carlo simulations [1, 2] , computer-based gaming, VLSI chip testing, and probabilistic computing methods like simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, and neural networks. As computers have become more powerful and simulations more ambitious, the demands on random number generators (RNGs) have likewise increased [3] . However, there is no single test to determine the quality of an RNGa battery of different tests is required. As our RNG touchstone, we will use George Marsaglia's widely acknowledged battery of stringent [4] random number tests: DIEHARD [5] [6] [7] .
Digital hardware designers have long relied on feedback shift register methods [8, 9] for the generation of random numbers. In 1986, Wolfram [10] suggested that cellular automata (CA), which rely on bit-level computation and local interconnection, could be used for efficient hardware implementation of random number generators due to their simplicity and regularity of design.
With the advent of VLSI design, it became advantageous to incorporate a part of the chip testing system on the chip itself. Initially, lin-ear feedback shift registers were used to implement the random pattern generator portion of the built-in self-test. Hortensius et al. [11] showed that nonhomogeneous CA composed of two linear functions could generate superior random numbers to the linear feedback shift register and to the homogenous nonlinear CA proposed by Wolfram [10] .
Large-scale field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) now make it possible to build entire systems on a single FPGA chip [12] . The building block of many FPGA architectures is the electrically reprogrammable lookup table (LUT) and its associated single-bit register for data storage. The typical LUT fanin is four, which yields a 16-row truth table, whereas a CA with a radius of one (i.e., one neighboring cell left and right of center) has a neighborhood of three, which requires an eight-row truth table that wastes half of the LUT's capacity. A two-dimensional CA network, or alternatively, a one-dimensional CA network with a radius of two, requires a 32-row truth table, requiring two LUTs per CA bit position.
Our purpose was to explore the implementation of random number generators using four-input (i.e., neighborhood of four) cellular automata with asymmetrical, non-local connections. Using a neighborhood of four allows a single CA cell to be implemented efficiently in a typical four-input LUT, thus allowing high-quality, inexpensive RNGs to be implemented in FPGAs as system components. In conducting this investigation, we have discovered a number of 64-bit CA-based RNGs that pass the DIEHARD suite of random number tests.
In the next section, we will describe some of the previous work in CA-based RNGs. Then in Section 3, we will provide an overview of CA conventions and describe our extensions. Section 4 will describe our experimental procedure and Section 5 will show some detailed results.
PREVIOUS WORK
In 1986, Wolfram [10] described random sequence generation by simple 1-d cellular automata with a neighborhood size of three. The work focused on the properties of CA30 (so named by the decimal value of its eight-row truth table). Seven statistical tests were performed and the CA30 was shown to be superior to the linear feedback shift register in the generation of random sequences. Wolfram pointed out that very efficient hardware implementations should be possible for the CA30. Referring to a single site, he pointed out that for some critical applications, time sampling (allowing one or more additional state updates between reads) would improve the statistical quality of the sequence.
Hortensius et al. [11] , in 1989, described the use of the CA30 as a random number generator in a VLSI implementation of a two-dimensional Ising computer. Later that year, Hortensius et al. [13] , described the application of CA-based RNGs to built-in self-test of VLSI chips. By using a combination of CA90 (XOR of left and right neighbors) and CA150 (XOR of left, right, and center cells) at various cell sites they were able to generate results superior to the CA30. They indicated that both time spacing and site spacing would improve the statistical quality of the random numbers. Later, in 1991 and 1994 respectively, Taslides et al. [14] and Nandi et al. [15] performed further work with the CA90/CA150 hybrid CA with regard to generation of random number streams for on-chip test.
In 1994, Chowdhury et al. [16] described a class of two-dimensional, neighborhood of five (i.e., N = 5), cellular automata composed of linear cells (XOR function). The target application was random number generation for VLSI built-in self-test. They found that while the quality of random numbers was better for the 2-d CA, the fault coverage was not always better.
Since the number of hybrid (i.e., different truth table functions possible at each cell position) CA is very large (256 n for a neighborhood of three with uniform interconnections where n is the number of cells), Sipper and Tomassini [17] , in 1996, described a process of evolving the CA truth tables in situ (a co-evolution process termed cellular programming). The lengths of the CA were 50 and 150 cells with the quality of the random numbers being comparable to existing CA-based RNGs.
In 1999, Tomassini et al. [18] introduced the use of Marsaglia's highly regarded DIEHARD random number test suite to provide a standardized means of comparing random number quality among CAbased RNGs. Using the DIEHARD suite, they showed that their previous work [17] now failed five of the 18 listed tests. However, with a time spacing of two (i.e., reading data on cycles i, i+3, i +6, …) the one-dimensional RNG passed all of the tests.
In 2000, Tomassini et al. [19] again employed cellular programming to evolve an two-dimensional CA-based RNG with a neighborhood of five where the chromosome specification for a cell indicated either XOR or XNOR functionality and to which cells in the neighborhood it was connected. Although the DIEHARD p-values were not published, they indicated that 14 tests were passed without resorting to time spacing or site spacing. They also described the random generation of an array using the same six-bit rules as the evolved RNG with the restriction that at least five of the six bits be 1s. They indicated that an additional four DIEHARD tests were passed. However, neither the p-values nor the exact configuration were published.
CELLULAR AUTOMATA
Cellular automata can be thought of as dynamical systems, discrete in both time and space [20] . The traditional view is that they are implemented as an array of cells with homogenous functionality, constrained to a regular lattice of some dimensionality. Most often, these lattices have been either one-dimensional strings/rings or two-dimensional planes/toroids. Strings and planes result from fixed boundary conditions and rings and toroids result from periodic boundary conditions. Each cell has a state that is updated as a function of local neighbor connections on each time step. For two-state cellular automata with a neighborhood size of N there are possible implementations. Cellular automata apparently came about as a result of conversations between Stanislaw Ulam [21] and John von Neumann in the late 1940s. Von Neumann used the concept of cellular automata in his work on self-reproducing automata [22] . In the 1980s, Stephen Wolfram wrote extensively on cellular automata [23] . His work continues to the present [24] .
The function of a CA cell can be described by a truth table as shown in Fig. 1(a) . As shown in Fig. 1(b) , there is an implicit one-bit register associated with each cell. Since we are using four-input lookup tables (implying a neighborhood size N of four) as the basis for our experiments, there are 16 possible conditions to which a cell can respond. The number of unique responses can be viewed as a 16bit binary number which yields 2 16 unique machines. Wolfram introduced a notation embodying this number which uniquely names a cell with a name describing its functionality as shown in Fig.1(c) . However, since we are extending the range of connectivity beyond the local neighborhood, this functional name is no longer adequate to uniquely describe a CA. As shown in Fig. 1(d) , we have introduced a relative displacement notation to indicate, relative to a given cell i, how far away the connecting cells are.
We will use Fig. 2 to illustrate the effect of periodic boundary conditions on networks of one, two and three dimensions. All of the networks in our study contained 64 cells which allowed for the creation of 64-cell linear, planer and cubic networks. Fig. 2 (a) shows a one-dimensional ring network with a relative connectivity of {-1, 0, 1, 2} from the perspective of cell 0. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, cells 0 and 63 are adjacent, so a unit displacement in the negative direction from cell 0 lands on cell 63. Fig. 2 (b) illustrates a two-dimensional network with periodic boundary conditions which transform a plane into the surface of a toroid where each row forms a ring and each column forms a ring. We use the compass directions n, s, e, w as shorthand to indicate relative unit displacement along columns and rows relative to a center cell c. Multiple steps in a given direction are indicated by a number preceding the direction. The example illustrates the connectivity implied by {2n2w, c, ne, s} with respect to center cell 7.
Cell 7 is both at the end of a row and a column which makes it an interesting test case. Considering the 2n2w displacement from cell 7: going north two steps takes us to cell 55, then going west two steps from 55 takes us to 53. The c in the relative displacement list implies a connection to itself, hence the 7. The ne displacement ends up at cell 56 by first going north and wrapping around to cell 63, then going east and wrapping around to cell 56. Directly south from cell 7 is cell 15. By applying periodic boundary conditions to a cubic lattice as shown in Fig. 2(c) we create a network that is composed of 12 intersecting toroids. This follows from the fact that each plane becomes a toroid as in the previous example and since there are now three axes, each with four planes, the total number of toroids is 12. Relative up and down displacements along the z axis are indicated by u and d as shown in the example.
METHODOLOGY
For a given connection topology, rather than test all possible CA candidates with DIEHARD, we first performed an entropy screening test. The best candidates from the entropy test were then subjected to the DIEHARD suite. In the next two subsections we will describe the search for high-entropy CA and then briefly outline the test results generated by the DIEHARD test suite.
Finding CA candidates to test as RNGs
Since we are dealing with a neighborhood of four (due to the fanin of four imposed by the lookup table size of popular FPGAs), there are only 2 16 possible CA for a given connection topology. These can be exhaustively searched for high-entropy candidates. We prescreened candidate CA by calculating their 16-bit entropy S 16 with the following summation [20] :
where the 16-bit binary value of i represents the sub-sequence being tested and p i is the observed probability of its occurrence in the output of the RNG. For bit-entropy calculations, log 2 of 0 is defined to be 0. S 16 has a maximum value of 16 (indicating maximum entropy) which is obtained when all 16-bit sequences from all 0s to all 1s occur with equal probability.
For a given interconnection topology, the highest entropy candidate CA were searched for by starting with CA00000, supplying it with an initial state consisting of a single 1 in cell 0 with all other cells set to 0. The CA is initalized to a high-entropy state by advancing 80 cycles (i.e., its length plus 16 cycles to fill the bit-serial registers used as part of the entropy calculation).
For a given CA state, 16-bit sub-sequences are checked from the perspective of all 64 bits in the CA. The CA is viewed as a ring and the first test looks at bits 0-15, the second test looks at bits 1-16, and the 64th test looks at bits 63-14. Then the 16-bit shift registers connected to each of the 64 bits of the CA are checked. This yields 128 tests per CA state.
The CA state is then advanced and checked for a total of 2 13 cycles before proceeding to the next CA truth table. For these parameters, the expected value (with a good RNG) for any of the 2 16 subsequence counts is 16. The search is speeded considerably by rejecting any candidate whose sub-sequence count exceeds 4x the expected value.
After all CA truth tables have been tested, the 1000 highest entropy CA are tested with the DIEHARD random number test suite. Figure 3 shows the distribution of 16-bit entropy for the best 1000 CA with connectivity {-7, 0, 11, 17}. Of these best 1000, 167 passed the entire DIEHARD battery of tests (plotted with heavy dots). The list is printed in the Appendix. 
RNG testing
The DIEHARD [5] [6] [7] random number test suite provides an extensive set of tests to evaluate a random number stream and can be downloaded from Marsaglia's site on the Internet [7] .
Data for each DIEHARD run were collected in the following manner: The CA under test was first initalized to a high-entropy state by clocking for 64 cycles from an initial state of a single 1 in cell 0. Then, data collection commenced on the 65th cycle and continued for 3 million cycles, collecting a total of 3 million 32-bit words composed of the even-numbered bits and 3 million 32-bit words composed of the odd-numbered bits. Both sets of data were required to pass all DIEHARD tests for a CA to be considered as having "passed DIEHARD." It is beyond the scope of this paper to explain in detail each of the DIEHARD tests. There is a summary report issued with each test that explains its statistical nature [7] . A number of the tests are also explained in [4, 5, 6] . To provide some sense of what the numbers mean that are plotted in the histogram (Figure 4 ), we will quote Marsaglia directly from the message that appears first on every DIEHARD test report [7] : NOTE: Most of the tests in DIEHARD return a p-value, which should be uniform on [0,1) if the input file contains truly independent random bits. Those p-values are obtained by p = F(X), where F is the assumed distribution of the sample random variable X-often normal. But that assumed F is just an asymptotic approximation, for which the fit will be worst in the tails. Thus you should not be surprised with occasional pvalues near 0 or 1, such as 0.0012 or 0.9983. When a bit stream really FAILS BIG, you will get p's of 0 or 1 to six or more places. By all means, do not, as a Statistician might, think that a p < 0.025 or p > 0.975 means that the RNG has "failed the test at the 0.05 level." Such p's happen among the hundreds that DIEHARD produces, even with good RNGs. So keep in mind that "p happens."
We will briefly list the DIEHARD tests below, numbering them as they appear in digest histogram (Figure 4 ) and in the order that they are printed in the DIEHARD test report. Some of the tests generate multiple p-values and then provide a summary Kolmogorov-Smirnof (KS) test value. In those cases, we plot the p-values as tic marks above the baseline and the KS value is plotted as a tic mark below the baseline. Otherwise, all test results are plotted as tic marks above the baseline. 15. Craps Test: The results of 200,000 simulated games of craps are analyzed, generating a single p-value each for the number of wins and for the throws/game. Figure 5 shows space-time diagrams and DIEHARD test result digests for the well-known N = 3 CA30 and four of the N = 4 CA that were discovered in this investigation. Each will be discussed below:
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RESULTS
Comparison of CA-based RNGs
CA30 represents the best of the one-dimensional, locally connected, neighborhood-of-three CA-based RNGs. As with all of the other CA shown, it was initalized with a single 1 in cell 0 (top line, far left). The space-time diagram shows 64 bits horizontally (0 to 63) and 200 time steps, down the page. CA30 fails DIEHARD tests 2, 4, 6b, 6c, 8, 12, 14, and 15.
CA38490, a 1-d ring network, is interesting in that it is considerably slower than the other neighborhood-of-four CA in advancing to a high-entropy state. It passes all of the DIEHARD suite and has a relative connectivity of {-3, 0, 4, 9}.
CA50745 is a 1-d ring network with a connectivity of {-7, 0, 11, CA29835 is a 3-d network (Figure 2c ) with a relative connectivity of {uw, c, dn, dse}. The CA passes all of the DIEHARD suite and has a very rapid advancement to a high-entropy state.
Physical design experiments
Given the context of a conventional FPGA (Xilinx XCV1000-6) and its physical design system (Xilinx Foundation Series ISI 3.3i), we conducted four implementation experiments to determine if there were any significant relationship between a CA's network topology and its maximum predicted operating clock frequency.
As shown in Figure 6 , the place and route system responded differently to each of the 4-bit CA networks. The maximum predicted clock rate ranged from 214 MHz for the 1-d {-7, 0, 11, 17} topology to 230 MHz for the 2-d {2n2w, c, n2e, 2se} topology.
Cycle length
Any finite state machine that is clocked through a sequence of states must eventually encounter a previous state. The number of states in this repeating sequence we term the cycle length C which is an important measure for any CA being considered as a random number generator.
The CA-based RNGs presented here were found to have multiple cycles. The particular cycle that is finally entered is a function of the initial state. In addition, the non-linear function implemented within each CA cell allows multiple unique states to advance to the same successor state. For every instance where k unique states advance to the same single successor state, there must be k-1 states that have no predecessor. As a consequence, the cycles tend to have many merging non-cyclic state sequences that feed into them, which we term feeder states. For example, an exhaustive analysis of all the state sequences of the length n = 31 CA50745 {-7,0,11,17} is shown in Table 1 in terms of cycles, feeder states and no-predecessor protostates.
Additionally, we performed non-exhaustive cycle length experiments for the two 1-d CA shown in Figure 5 . For each experiment, the CA length n was varied from 20 to 64 bits and the eventual cycle length C was determined for an initial state consisting of a single 1. The results are shown in Figure 7 where log 2 C is plotted against n.
The location of the single 1 in the initial state is immaterial due to rotational symmetry that results from the periodic boundary conditions. It should be noted that these cycle lengths are not necessarily the maximum cycle lengths for a given n. Also, the number of feeder states leading from the initial state to a state in the final ring cycle can be a substantial fraction of C or in cases where C is small, many times C.
CONCLUSION
We have described a class of cellular automata-based 64-bit random number generators with a neighborhood of four which allows them to be efficiently implemented with four-input lookup tables found in widely used field programmable gate arrays. The random number generators pass all of the tests in Marsaglia's DIEHARD random number test suite. Networks with periodic boundary conditions of one, two, and three dimensions were explored. Physical design experiments for these networks predicted a maximum clock frequency of from 214 MHz to 230 MHz according to the network. All of the CA-based random number generators required one four-input LUT and a single one-bit register per bit.
